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Slavery and the Post-Black Imagination-Bertram D. Ashe 2019-12-24 From Kara Walker’s hellscape
antebellum silhouettes to Paul Beatty’s bizarre twist on slavery in The Sellout and from Colson Whitehead’s literal
Underground Railroad to Jordan Peele’s body-snatching Get Out, this volume offers commentary on contemporary
artistic works that present, like musical deep cuts, some challenging “alternate takes” on American slavery. These
artists deliberately confront and negotiate the psychic and representational legacies of slavery to imagine
possibilities and change. The essays in this volume explore the conceptions of freedom and blackness that
undergird these narratives, critically examining how artists growing up in the post–Civil Rights era have nuanced
slavery in a way that is distinctly different from the first wave of neo-slave narratives that emerged from the Civil
Rights and Black Power Movements. Slavery and the Post-Black Imagination positions post-blackness as a
productive category of analysis that brings into sharp focus recent developments in black cultural productions
across various media. These ten essays investigate how millennial black cultural productions trouble long-held
notions of blackness by challenging limiting scripts. They interrogate political as well as formal interventions into
established discourses to demonstrate how explorations of black identities frequently go hand in hand with the
purposeful refiguring of slavery’s prevailing tropes, narratives, and images. A V Ethel Willis White Book

Slavery-Sultan A. Latif 1994-01-01

The Psychic Hold of Slavery-Soyica Diggs Colbert 2016-07-20 What would it mean to “get over slavery”? Is such
a thing possible? Is it even desirable? Should we perceive the psychic hold of slavery as a set of mental manacles
that hold us back from imagining a postracist America? Or could the psychic hold of slavery be understood as a
tool, helping us get a grip on the systemic racial inequalities and restricted liberties that persist in the present
day? Featuring original essays from an array of established and emerging scholars in the interdisciplinary field of
African American studies, The Psychic Hold of Slavery offers a nuanced dialogue upon these questions. With a
painful awareness that our understanding of the past informs our understanding of the present—and vice
versa—the contributors place slavery’s historical legacies in conversation with twenty-first-century manifestations
of antiblack violence, dehumanization, and social death. Through an exploration of film, drama, fiction,
performance art, graphic novels, and philosophical discourse, this volume considers how artists grapple with
questions of representation, as they ask whether slavery can ever be accurately depicted, trace the scars that
slavery has left on a traumatized body politic, or debate how to best convey that black lives matter. The Psychic
Hold of Slavery thus raises provocative questions about how we behold the historically distinct event of African
diasporic enslavement and how we might hold off the transhistorical force of antiblack domination.

Slavery by Another Name-Douglas A. Blackmon 2012-10-04 A Pulitzer Prize-winning history of the mistreatment
of black Americans. In this 'precise and eloquent work' - as described in its Pulitzer Prize citation - Douglas A.
Blackmon brings to light one of the most shameful chapters in American history - an 'Age of Neoslavery' that
thrived in the aftermath of the Civil War through the dawn of World War II. Using a vast record of original
documents and personal narratives, Blackmon unearths the lost stories of slaves and their descendants who
journeyed into freedom after the Emancipation Proclamation and then back into the shadow of involuntary
servitude thereafter. By turns moving, sobering and shocking, this unprecedented account reveals these stories,
the companies that profited the most from neoslavery, and the insidious legacy of racism that reverberates today.

Slavery-Lushena Books 1999-12-01

Company of Prophets-Joyce Elaine Noll 1991 A unique and significant collection of supernatural and ethnic
materials never before arranged in one volume! Describes African Americans born in the United States who have
extrasensory perception, psychic abilities and spiritual gifts, in a time-frame from the 17th century to the present.
They share their experiences with astral projection, soul travel, levitation, healing, and more.

The Female Solution-Naimah Latif 2007-06-01 In many parts of the country, single women over forty already
outnumber men their age by more than three to one. To make matters worse, these ongoing wars are drastically
depleting the numbers of young men, creating many widows and orphans and condemning countless numbers of
young women to either remaining single for the rest of their lives or committing adultery. This is cruel. We must
enact a more humane marriage law to enable every woman who desires a husband to get married. Statistics show
that eight-five percent of all youths sitting in prisons grew up in fatherless homes. Women must cooperate with
each other, so that all children are raised in the safety and security of a household that includes a mother and a
father. This is the female solution to single parenthood. Strong, decent, responsible, God-fearing men must
prepare themselves to marry more than one wife.

Trauma and Race-Sheldon George 2016 African American identity is racialized. And this racialized identity has
animated and shaped political resistance to racism. Hidden, though, are the psychological implications of rooting
identity in race, especially because American history is inseparable from the trauma of slavery. In Trauma and
Race author Sheldon George begins with the fact that African American racial identity is shaped by factors both
historical and psychical. Employing the work of Jacques Lacan, George demonstrates how slavery is a psychic
event repeated through the agencies of racism and inscribed in racial identity itself. The trauma of this past
confronts the psychic lack that African American racial identity both conceals and traumatically unveils for the
African American subject. Trauma and Race investigates the vexed, ambivalent attachment of African Americans
to their racial identity, exploring the ways in which such attachment is driven by traumatic, psychical urgencies
that often compound or even exceed the political exigencies called forth by racism. --Ron Eyerman, Professor of
Sociology, Yale University

The Fugitive Slave Law and It's Victims (Illustrated)-American Anti-Slavery Society 2014-03-20 The Fugitive
Slave Law was enacted by Congress in September, 1850, received the signature of HOWELL COBB, [of Georgia,]
as Speaker of the House of Representatives, of WILLIAM R. KING, [of Alabama,] as President of the Senate, and
was "approved," September 18th, of that year, by MILLARD FILLMORE, Acting President of the United States.
The authorship of the Bill is generally ascribed to James M. Mason, Senator from Virginia. Before proceeding to
the principal object of this tract, it is proper to give a synopsis of the Act itself, which was well called, by the New
York Evening Post, "An Act for the Encouragement of Kidnapping." It is in ten sections.

Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome-Joy a Degruy 2017-09-11 In the 16th century, the beginning of African
enslavement in the Americas until the ratification of the Thirteenth Amendment and emancipation in 1865,
Africans were hunted like animals, captured, sold, tortured, and raped. They experienced the worst kind of
physical, emotional, psychological, and spiritual abuse. Given such history, isn't it likely that many of the enslaved
were severely traumatized? And did the trauma and the effects of such horrific abuse end with the abolition of
slavery? Emancipation was followed by one hundred more years of institutionalized subjugation through the
enactment of Black Codes and Jim Crow laws, peonage, convict leasing, domestic terrorism and lynching. Today
the violations continue, and when combined with the crimes of the past, they result in yet unmeasured injury.
What do repeated traumas, endured generation after generation by a people produce? What impact have these
ordeals had on African Americans today? Dr. Joy DeGruy, answers these questions and more. With over thirty
years of practical experience as a professional in the mental health field, Dr. DeGruy encourages African
Americans to view their attitudes, assumptions, and behaviors through the lens of history and so gain a greater
understanding of how centuries of slavery and oppression have impacted people of African descent in America.
Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome helps to lay the necessary foundation to ensure the well-being and sustained
health of future generations and provides a rare glimpse into the evolution of society's beliefs, feelings, attitudes
and behavior concerning race in America.

The Psychic Hold of Slavery-Soyica Diggs Colbert 2016-07-20 What would it mean to “get over slavery”? Is such
a thing possible? Is it even desirable? Should we perceive the psychic hold of slavery as a set of mental manacles
that hold us back from imagining a postracist America? Or could the psychic hold of slavery be understood as a
tool, helping us get a grip on the systemic racial inequalities and restricted liberties that persist in the present
day? Featuring original essays from an array of established and emerging scholars in the interdisciplinary field of
African American studies, The Psychic Hold of Slavery offers a nuanced dialogue upon these questions. With a
painful awareness that our understanding of the past informs our understanding of the present—and vice
versa—the contributors place slavery’s historical legacies in conversation with twenty-first-century manifestations
of antiblack violence, dehumanization, and social death. Through an exploration of film, drama, fiction,
performance art, graphic novels, and philosophical discourse, this volume considers how artists grapple with
questions of representation, as they ask whether slavery can ever be accurately depicted, trace the scars that
slavery has left on a traumatized body politic, or debate how to best convey that black lives matter. The Psychic
Hold of Slavery thus raises provocative questions about how we behold the historically distinct event of African
diasporic enslavement and how we might hold off the transhistorical force of antiblack domination.

How to Read African American Literature-Aida Levy-Hussen 2016-12-13 How to Read African American
Literature offers a series of provocations to unsettle the predominant assumptions readers make when
encountering post-Civil Rights black fiction. Foregrounding the large body of literature and criticism that grapples
with legacies of the slave past, Aida Levy-Hussen’s argument develops on two levels: as a textual analysis of black
historical fiction, and as a critical examination of the reading practices that characterize the scholarship of our
time. Drawing on psychoanalysis, memory studies, and feminist and queer theory, Levy-Hussen examines how
works by Toni Morrison, David Bradley, Octavia Butler, Charles Johnson, and others represent and mediate social
injury and collective grief. In the criticism that surrounds these novels, she identifies two major interpretive
approaches: “therapeutic reading” (premised on the assurance that literary confrontations with historical trauma
will enable psychic healing in the present), and “prohibitive reading” (anchored in the belief that fictions of
returning to the past are dangerous and to be avoided). Levy-Hussen argues that these norms have become overly
restrictive, standing in the way of a more supple method of interpretation that recognizes and attends to the
indirect, unexpected, inconsistent, and opaque workings of historical fantasy and desire. Moving beyond the
question of whether literature must heal or abandon historical wounds, Levy-Hussen proposes new ways to read
African American literature now.

Virginia's Attitude Toward Slavery and Secession-Beverley Bland Munford 1909 This work is designed as a
contribution to the volume of information from which the historian of the future will be able to prepare an
impartial and comprehensive narrative of the American Civil War, or to speak more accurately—The American
War of Secession.No attempt has been made to present the causes which precipitated the secession of the Cotton
States, nor the states which subsequently adopted the same policy, except Virginia. Even in regard to that
commonwealth the effort has been limited to the consideration of two features prominent in the public mind as
constituting the most potent factors in determining her action—namely, devotion to slavery and hostility to the
Union. That the people of Virginia were moved to secession by a selfish desire to extend or maintain the
institution of slavery, or from hostility to the Union, are propositions seemingly at variance with their whole
history and the interests which might naturally have controlled them in the hour of separation.

Sex Workers, Psychics, and Numbers Runners-LaShawn Harris 2016-06-15 During the early twentieth
century, a diverse group of African American women carved out unique niches for themselves within New York
City's expansive informal economy. LaShawn Harris illuminates the labor patterns and economic activity of three
perennials within this kaleidoscope of underground industry: sex work, numbers running for gambling
enterprises, and the supernatural consulting business. Mining police and prison records, newspaper accounts, and
period literature, Harris teases out answers to essential questions about these women and their working lives.
She also offers a surprising revelation, arguing that the burgeoning underground economy served as a catalyst in
working-class black women TMs creation of the employment opportunities, occupational identities, and survival
strategies that provided them with financial stability and a sense of labor autonomy and mobility. At the same
time, urban black women, all striving for economic and social prospects and pleasures, experienced the
conspicuous and hidden dangers associated with newfound labor opportunities.

A Documentary History of Slavery in North America-Willie Lee Nichols Rose 1999 Documenting multiple
aspects of slavery and its development in North America, this collection provides more than one hundred excerpts
from personal accounts, songs, legal documents, diaries, letters, and other written sources. The book assembles a
remarkable portrayal of the day-to-day connections between, and among, slaves and their owners across more
than two centuries of subjugation and resistance, despair and hope. Beginning with a chronicle of the origins of
slavery in the British colonies of North America, the collection traces the growth of the system to the antebellum
period and includes accounts of slave revolts, auctions, slave travel and laws, and family life. Intimate as well as
comprehensive, the documents reveal the individual views, goals, and lives of slaves and their masters, making
this engaging work one of the most respected catalogs of firsthand information about slavery in North America.

Cultural Trauma-Ron Eyerman 2001-12-13 In this book, Ron Eyerman explores the formation of the AfricanAmerican identity through the theory of cultural trauma. The trauma in question is slavery, not as an institution or
as personal experience, but as collective memory: a pervasive remembrance that grounded a people's sense of
itself. Combining a broad narrative sweep with more detailed studies of important events and individuals,
Eyerman reaches from Emancipation through the Harlem Renaissance, the Depression, the New Deal and the
Second World War to the Civil Rights movement and beyond. He offers insights into the intellectual and
generational conflicts of identity-formation which have a truly universal significance, as well as providing a
compelling account of the birth of African-American identity. Anyone interested in questions of assimilation,
multiculturalism and postcolonialism will find this book indispensable.

Ruptured Attachment-Dr. Sametta Hill 2018-02-28 Most psychological research studies today account for the
relational problems of African American heterosexual couples inability to stay together in terms of contemporary
factors such as female-headed households, mass incarceration, racial achievement gap in academic performance,
infidelity, etc. These factors are symptoms of a more foundational problem. The intergenerational traumatic
impact of slavery and its aftermath (e.g., Jim Crow) is the source for these couples inability to stay together. This
book will be restricted to historical traumas originating under slavery. The practices implemented during slavery
disrupted bonding and secure attachment between adult heterosexual couples. A deeper psychohistorical
understanding of this intergenerational disruption will help us understand current issues among African American
men and women. The book will move beyond individual and couple dyad perspective and bring family system
concepts to bear in understanding the transgenerational transmission of trauma and its contemporary
manifestations in intimate relationships. The purpose is to answer this question: What are the psychohistorical
effects of psychological slavery on attachment and trust in the intimate relationship among African American men
and women? This book will utilize sociological and psychological theories drawn from functionalism,
neofunctionalism, attachment theory, family systems, and other relevant literatures to develop a psychohistorical
analysis of relational problems of heterosexual African American couples today having transgenerational roots in
slavery. Attachment theory will be used to explain attachment and trust ruptures in contemporary intimate
relationships and their psychohistorical roots. Emotionally focused therapy is the suggested treatment approach
that may help the couple repair attachment ruptures.
slavery-the-african-american-psychic-trauma

The Black Romantic Revolution-Matt Sandler 2020 "During the pitched battle over slavery in the United
States, Black writers-enslaved and free-allied themselves with the cause of abolition and used their art to
advocate for emancipation and to envision the end of slavery as a world-historical moment of possibility. They
borrowed from the European tradition of Romanticism-its lyric poetry, prophetic visions-to write, speak, and sing
their hopes for what freedom might mean. Authors like Frances Ellen Watkins Harper, George Moses Horton,
Albery Allson Whitman, and Joshua McCarter Simpson conceived the Civil War as a revolutionary upheaval on par
with Europe's stormy Age of Revolutions"-1/3
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Homegoing-Yaa Gyasi 2016-06-07 Ghana, eighteenth century: two half sisters are born into different villages,
each unaware of the other. One will marry an Englishman and lead a life of comfort in the palatial rooms of the
Cape Coast Castle. The other will be captured in a raid on her village, imprisoned in the very same castle, and
sold into slavery. One of Oprah’s Best Books of the Year and a PEN/Hemingway award winner, Homegoing follows
the parallel paths of these sisters and their descendants through eight generations: from the Gold Coast to the
plantations of Mississippi, from the American Civil War to Jazz Age Harlem. Yaa Gyasi’s extraordinary novel
illuminates slavery’s troubled legacy both for those who were taken and those who stayed—and shows how the
memory of captivity has been inscribed on the soul of our nation. A New York Times Notable Book

The Suppression of the African Slave Trade to the United States of America: 1638–1870-W.E.B. Du Bois
2018-02-06 'This monograph was begun during my residence as Rogers Memorial Fellow at Harvard University,
and is based mainly upon a study of the sources, i.e., national, State, and colonial statutes, Congressional
documents, reports of societies, personal narratives, etc. The collection of laws available for this research was, I
think, nearly complete; on the other hand, facts and statistics bearing on the economic side of the study have been
difficult to find, and my conclusions are consequently liable to modification from this source. The question of the
suppression of the slave-trade is so intimately connected with the questions as to its rise, the system of American
slavery, and the whole colonial policy of the eighteenth century, that it is difficult to isolate it, and at the same
time to avoid superficiality on the one hand, and unscientific narrowness of view on the other. While I could not
hope entirely to overcome such a difficulty, I nevertheless trust that I have succeeded in rendering this
monograph a small contribution to the scientific study of slavery and the American Negro.' William Edward
Burghardt "W. E. B." Du Bois (1868 – 1963) was an American sociologist, historian, civil rights activist, PanAfricanist, author, writer and editor. Born in Great Barrington, Massachusetts, Du Bois grew up in a relatively
tolerant and integrated community. After completing graduate work at the University of Berlin and Harvard,
where he was the first African American to earn a doctorate, he became a professor of history, sociology and
economics at Atlanta University. Du Bois was one of the co-founders of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People in 1909.

The SAGE Encyclopedia of African Cultural Heritage in North America-Mwalimu J. Shujaa 2015-07-13 The
Encyclopedia of African Cultural Heritage in North America provides an accessible ready reference on the
retention and continuity of African culture within the United States. Our conceptual framework holds, first, that
culture is a form of self-knowledge and knowledge about self in the world as transmitted from one person to
another. Second, that African people continuously create their own cultural history as they move through time
and space. Third, that African descended people living outside of Africa are also contributors to and participate in
the creation of African cultural history. Entries focus on illuminating Africanisms (cultural retentions traceable to
an African origin) and cultural continuities (ongoing practices and processes through which African culture
continues to be created and formed). Thus, the focus is more culturally specific and less concerned with the
broader transatlantic demographic, political and geographic issues that are the focus of similar recent reference
works. We also focus less on biographies of individuals and political and economic ties and more on processes and
manifestations of African cultural heritage and continuity. FEATURES: A two-volume A-to-Z work, available in a
choice of print or electronic formats 350 signed entries, each concluding with Cross-references and Further
Readings 150 figures and photos Front matter consisting of an Introduction and a Reader’s Guide organizing
entries thematically to more easily guide users to related entries Signed articles concluding with cross-references

The Black Holocaust For Beginners-S.E. Anderson 2007-08-21 Virtually anyone, anywhere knows that six
million Jewish human beings were killed in the Jewish Holocaust. But how many African human beings were killed
in the Black Holocaust – from the start of the European slave trade (c. 1500) to the Civil War (1865)? And how
many were enslaved? The Black Holocaust, a travesty that killed millions of African human beings, is the most
underreported major event in world history. A major economic event for Europe and Asia, a near fatal event for
Africa, the seminal event in the history of every African American – if not every American! – and most of us cannot
answer the simplest question about it. Here is a sample of what you will get from the painstakingly researched,
painfully honest The Black Holocaust For Beginners: “The total number of slaves imported is not known. It is
estimated that nearly 900,000 came to America in the 16th Century, 2.75 million in the 17th Century, 7 million in
the 18th, and over 4 million in the 19th – perhaps 15 million in total. Probably every slave imported represented,
on average, five corpses in Africa or on the high seas. The American slave trade, therefore, meant the elimination
of at least 60 million Africans from their fatherland.” The Black Holocaust For Beginners – part indisputably
documented chronicle, part passionately engaging narrative, puts the tragic event in plain sight where it belongs!
The long overdue book answers all of your questions, sensitively and in great depth.

(Dis)forming the American Canon-Ronald A. T. Judy 1993

Race, Trauma, and Home in the Novels of Toni Morrison-Evelyn Jaffe Schreiber 2010-12-01 In this first
interdisciplinary study of all nine of Nobel Laureate Toni Morrison's novels, Evelyn Jaffe Schreiber investigates
how the communal and personal trauma of slavery embedded in the bodies and minds of its victims lives on
through successive generations of African Americans. Approaching trauma from several cutting-edge theoretical
perspectives -- psychoanalytic, neurobiological, and cultural and social theories -- Schreiber analyzes the lasting
effects of slavery as depicted in Morrison's work and considers the almost insurmountable task of recovering from
trauma to gain subjectivity. With an innovative application of neuroscience to literary criticism, Schreiber explains
how trauma, whether initiated by physical abuse, dehumanization, discrimination, exclusion, or abandonment,
becomes embedded in both psychic and bodily circuits. Slavery and its legacy of cultural rejection create trauma
on individual, familial, and community levels, and parents unwittingly transmit their trauma to their children
through repetition of their bodily stored experiences. Concepts of "home" -- whether a physical place, community,
or relationship -- are reconstructed through memory to provide a positive self and serve as a healing space for
Morrison's characters. Remembering and retelling trauma within a supportive community enables trauma victims
to move forward and attain a meaningful subjectivity and selfhood. Through careful analysis of each novel,
Schreiber traces the success or failure of Morrison's characters to build or rebuild a cohesive self, starting with
slavery and the initial postslavery generation, and continuing through the twentieth century, with a special focus
on the effects of inherited trauma on children. When characters attempt to escape trauma through physical
relocation, or to project their pain onto others through aggressive behavior or scapegoating, the development of
selfhood falters. Only when trauma is confronted through verbalization and challenged with reparative images of
home, can memories of a positive self overcome the pain of past experiences and cultural rejection. While the
cultural trauma of slavery can never truly disappear, Schreiber argues that memories that reconstruct a positive
self, whether created by people, relationships, a physical place, or a concept, help Morrison's characters to
establish subjectivity. A groundbreaking interdisciplinary work, Schreiber's book unites psychoanalytic,
neurobiological, and social theories into a full and richly textured analysis of trauma and the possibility of healing
in Morrison's novels.

The Political Languages of Emancipation in the British Caribbean and the U.S. South-Demetrius L. Eudell
2003-04-03 This comparative study examines the emancipation process in the British Caribbean, particularly
Jamaica, during the 1830s and in the United States, particularly South Carolina, during the 1860s. Analyzing the
intellectual and ideological foundations of postslavery Anglo-America, Demetrius Eudell explores how former
slaves, former slaveholders, and their societies' central governments understood and discussed slavery,
emancipation, and the transition between the two. Eudell investigates the public policies--which addressed issues
of labor control, access to land, and the general social behaviors of former slaves--used to execute emancipation.
In both regions, government-appointed officials (special magistrates in Jamaica and agents of the Freedmen's
Bureau in South Carolina) were crucial in implementing these policies. While many former slaves were fighting
for the right to be paid for their labor and to own land, many officials came to view their role as part of a new
civilizing mission whose goal was to eradicate the psychic damage supposedly caused by slavery. Eudell concludes
by examining the 1865 Morant Bay rebellion in Jamaica and the retreat from Reconstruction in South Carolina,
part of the larger movement of Redemption that occurred in 1877. Both of these occurrences represented the
incomplete victory of emancipation, Eudell argues, and should provoke scholarly questions regarding the
persistent thesis of U.S. exceptionalism.

Saltwater Slavery-Stephanie E. Smallwood 2009-06-30 This bold, innovative book promises to radically alter our
understanding of the Atlantic slave trade, and the depths of its horrors. Stephanie E. Smallwood offers a
penetrating look at the process of enslavement from its African origins through the Middle Passage and into the
American slave market. Saltwater Slavery is animated by deep research and gives us a graphic experience of the
slave trade from the vantage point of the slaves themselves. The result is both a remarkable transatlantic view of
the culture of enslavement, and a painful, intimate vision of the bloody, daily business of the slave trade.

Rethinking Slave Rebellion in Cuba-Aisha K. Finch 2015-05-21 Envisioning La Escalera--an underground rebel
movement largely composed of Africans living on farms and plantations in rural western Cuba--in the larger
context of the long emancipation struggle in Cuba, Aisha Finch demonstrates how organized slave resistance
became critical to the unraveling not only of slavery but also of colonial systems of power during the nineteenth
century. While the discovery of La Escalera unleashed a reign of terror by the Spanish colonial powers in which
hundreds of enslaved people were tortured, tried, and executed, Finch revises historiographical conceptions of
the movement as a fiction conveniently invented by the Spanish government in order to target anticolonial
activities. Connecting the political agitation stirred up by free people of color in the urban centers to the slave
rebellions that rocked the countryside, Finch shows how the rural plantation was connected to a much larger
conspiratorial world outside the agrarian sector. While acknowledging the role of foreign abolitionists and white
creoles in the broader history of emancipation, Finch teases apart the organization, leadership, and effectiveness
of the black insurgents in midcentury dissident mobilizations that emerged across western Cuba, presenting
compelling evidence that black women played a particularly critical role.

Visits from the Dream State-Naimah Latif 2008-08

My Southern Home-William Wells Brown 1880

Children of Fire-Thomas C. Holt 2011-09-27 Ordinary people don't experience history as it is taught by
historians. They live across the convenient chronological divides we impose on the past. The same people who
lived through the Civil War and the eradication of slavery also dealt with the hardships of Reconstruction, so why
do we almost always treat them separately? In Children of Fire, renowned historian Thomas C. Holt challenges
this form to tell the story of generations of African Americans through the lived experience of the subjects
themselves, with all of the nuances, ironies, contradictions, and complexities one might expect. Building on
seminal books like John Hope Franklin's From Slavery to Freedom and many others, Holt captures the entire
African American experience from the moment the first twenty African slaves were sold at Jamestown in 1619.
Each chapter focuses on a generation of individuals who shaped the course of American history, hoping for a
better life for their children but often confronting the ebb and flow of their civil rights and status within society.
Many familiar faces grace these pages—Frederick Douglass, W.E.B. DuBois, Martin Luther King, and Barack
Obama—but also some overlooked ones. Figures like Anthony Johnson, a slave who bought his freedom in late
seventeenth century Virginia and built a sizable plantation, only to have it stolen away from his children by an
increasingly racist court system. Or Frank Moore, a WWI veteran and sharecropper who sued his landlord for
unfair practices, but found himself charged with murder after fighting off an angry white posse. Taken together,
their stories tell how African Americans fashioned a culture and identity amid the turmoil of four centuries of
American history.

Jim Crow's Legacy-Ruth Thompson-Miller 2014-11-13 Jim Crow’s Legacy shows the lasting impact of segregation
on the lives of African Americans who lived through it, as well as its impact on future generations. The book draws
on interviews with elderly African American southerners whose stories poignantly show the devastation of racism
not only in the past, but also in the present. The book introduces readers to the realities of the Jim Crow era for
African Americans—from life at home to work opportunities to the broader social context in America. However,
the book moves beyond merely setting the scene into the powerful memories of elderly African Americans who
lived through Jim Crow. Their voices tell the complex stories of their everyday lives—from caring for white
children to the racially-motivated murder of a loved one. Their stories show the pernicious impact of racism on
both the past and the present. The authors use the phrase segregation stress syndrome to describe the long-term
impact on physical, mental, and emotional health, as well as the unshakable influence of racism across years and
generations. Jim Crow’s Legacy takes readers on an unparalleled journey into the bitter realities of America’s
racial past and shows racism’s unmistakable influence today.

Chokehold-Paul Butler 2018-09-18 Finalist for the 2018 National Council on Crime & Delinquency’s Media for a
Just Society Awards Nominated for the 49th NAACP Image Award for Outstanding Literary Work (Nonfiction) A
2017 Washington Post Notable Book A Kirkus Best Book of 2017 “Butler has hit his stride. This is a meditation, a
sonnet, a legal brief, a poetry slam and a dissertation that represents the full bloom of his early thesis: The justice
system does not work for blacks, particularly black men.” —The Washington Post “The most readable and
provocative account of the consequences of the war on drugs since Michelle Alexander’s The New Jim Crow . . . .”
—The New York Times Book Review “Powerful . . . deeply informed from a legal standpoint and yet in some ways
still highly personal” —The Times Literary Supplement (London) With the eloquence of Ta-Nehisi Coates and the
persuasive research of Michelle Alexander, a former federal prosecutor explains how the system really works, and
how to disrupt it Cops, politicians, and ordinary people are afraid of black men. The result is the Chokehold: laws
and practices that treat every African American man like a thug. In this explosive new book, an African American
former federal prosecutor shows that the system is working exactly the way it’s supposed to. Black men are
always under watch, and police violence is widespread—all with the support of judges and politicians. In his noholds-barred style, Butler, whose scholarship has been featured on 60 Minutes, uses new data to demonstrate that
white men commit the majority of violent crime in the United States. For example, a white woman is ten times
more likely to be raped by a white male acquaintance than be the victim of a violent crime perpetrated by a black
man. Butler also frankly discusses the problem of black on black violence and how to keep communities
safer—without relying as much on police. Chokehold powerfully demonstrates why current efforts to reform law
enforcement will not create lasting change. Butler’s controversial recommendations about how to crash the
system, and when it’s better for a black man to plead guilty—even if he’s innocent—are sure to be game-changers
in the national debate about policing, criminal justice, and race relations.

Black Magic-Yvonne P. Chireau 2006-11-20 "Chireau has written a marvelous text on an important dimension of
African American religious culture. Expanding beyond the usual focus of scholarship on Christianity, she
describes and analyzes the world of magical-medical-religious practice, challenging hallowed distinctions among
"religion" and "magic." Anyone interested in African American religion will need to reckon seriously with
Chireau's text on conjure."—Albert J. Raboteau, Princeton University "Deprived of their own traditions and
defined as chattel, enslaved Africans formed a new orientation in America. Conjuring—operating alongside of and
within both the remnants of African culture and the acquired traditions of North America—served as a theoretical
and practical mode of deciphering and divining within this, enabling them to create an alternate meaning of life in
the New World. Chireau's is the first full-scale treatment of this important dimension of African American culture
and religion. A wonderful book!"—Charles H. Long, Professor of History of Religions University of California,
Santa Barbara and author of Significations: Signs, Symbols and Images in the Interpretation of Religion

Slavery and the Culture of Taste-Simon Gikandi 2014-04-27 It would be easy to assume that, in the eighteenth
century, slavery and the culture of taste--the world of politeness, manners, and aesthetics--existed as separate and
unequal domains, unrelated in the spheres of social life. But to the contrary, Slavery and the Culture of Taste
demonstrates that these two areas of modernity were surprisingly entwined. Ranging across Britain, the
antebellum South, and the West Indies, and examining vast archives, including portraits, period paintings,
personal narratives, and diaries, Simon Gikandi illustrates how the violence and ugliness of enslavement actually
shaped theories of taste, notions of beauty, and practices of high culture, and how slavery's impurity informed and
haunted the rarified customs of the time. Gikandi focuses on the ways that the enslavement of Africans and the
profits derived from this exploitation enabled the moment of taste in European--mainly British--life, leading to a
transformation of bourgeois ideas regarding freedom and selfhood. He explores how these connections played out
in the immense fortunes made in the West Indies sugar colonies, supporting the lavish lives of English barons and
altering the ideals that defined middle-class subjects. Discussing how the ownership of slaves turned the
American planter class into a new aristocracy, Gikandi engages with the slaves' own response to the strange
interplay of modern notions of freedom and the realities of bondage, and he emphasizes the aesthetic and cultural
processes developed by slaves to create spaces of freedom outside the regimen of enforced labor and truncated
leisure. Through a close look at the eighteenth century's many remarkable documents and artworks, Slavery and
the Culture of Taste sets forth the tensions and contradictions entangling a brutal practice and the distinctions of
civility.
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Behold a Pale Horse-William Cooper 2012-04-11 Bill Cooper, former United States Naval Intelligence Briefing
Team member, reveals information that remains hidden from the public eye. This information has been kept in
Top Secret government files since the 1940s. His audiences hear the truth unfold as he writes about the
assassination of John F. Kennedy, the war on drugs, the Secret Government and UFOs. Bill is a lucid, rational and
powerful speaker who intent is to inform and to empower his audience. Standing room only is normal. His
presentation and information transcend partisan affiliations as he clearly addresses issues in a way that has a
striking impact on listeners of all backgrounds and interests. He has spoken to many groups throughout the
United States and has appeared regularly on many radio talk shows and on television. In 1988 Bill decided to
"talk" due to events then taking place worldwide, events which he had seen plans for back in the early '70s. Since
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Bill has been "talking," he has correctly predicted the lowering of the Iron Curtain, the fall of the Berlin Wall and
the invasion of Panama. All Bill's predictions were on record well before the events occurred. Bill is not a psychic.
His information comes from Top Secret documents that he read while with the Intelligence Briefing Team and
from over 17 years of thorough research. "Bill Cooper is the world's leading expert on UFOs." -- Billy Goodman,
KVEG, Las Vegas. "The onlt man in America who has all the pieces to the puzzle that has troubled so many for so
long." -- Anthony Hilder, Radio Free America "William Cooper may be one of America's greatest heros, and this
story may be the biggest story in the history of the world." -- Mills Crenshaw, KTALK, Salt Lake City. "Like it or
not, everything is changing. The result will be the most wonderful experience in the history of man or the most
horrible enslavement that you can imagine. Be active or abdicate, the future is in your hands." -- William Cooper,
October 24, 1989.

recent decades reference earlier freedom movements in order to imagine and produce a more expansive and
inclusive democracy. The post–Jim Crow, post–apartheid, postcolonial era has ushered in a purportedly color blind
society and along with it an assault on race-based forms of knowledge production and coalition formation. Soyica
Diggs Colbert argues that in the late twentieth century race went “underground,” and by the twenty-first century
race no longer functioned as an explicit marker of second-class citizenship. The subterranean nature of race
manifests itself in discussions of the Trayvon Martin shooting that focus on his hoodie, an object of clothing that
anyone can choose to wear, rather than focusing on structural racism; in discussions of the epidemic proportions
of incarcerated black and brown people that highlight the individual’s poor decision making rather than the
criminalization of blackness; in evaluations of black independence struggles in the Caribbean and Africa that
allege these movements have accomplished little more than creating a black ruling class that mirrors the politics
of its former white counterpart. Black Movements intervenes in these discussions by highlighting the ways in
which artists draw from the past to create coherence about blackness in present and future worlds. Through an
exploration of the way that black movements create circuits connecting people across space and time, Black
Movements offers important interventions into performance, literary, diaspora, and African American studies.

The Psychology of Black Boys and Adolescents [2 volumes]-Kirkland C. Vaughans 2014-06-30 Drawing on
personal insights and research-based knowledge, this important work facilitates understanding of the
psychological struggles of young African American males and offers ameliorative strategies. • The work of 30
distinguished contributors, from Marion Wright Edelman to Ellis Cose • Perspectives and solutions from
disciplines as wide-ranging as clinical psychology, law, sociology, and poetry • Original, cutting-edge research by
the authors

Race, Rage, and Resistance-David M. Goodman 2019-09-27 This timely collection asks the reader to consider
how society’s modern notion of humans as rational, isolated individuals has contributed to psychological and
social problems and oppressive power structures. Experts from a range of disciplines offer a complex
understanding of how humans are shaped by history, tradition, and institutions. Drawing upon the work of Lacan,
Fanon, and Foucault, this text examines cultural memory, modern ideas of race and gender, the roles of
symbolism and mythology, and neoliberalism’s impact on psychology. Through clinical vignettes and suggested
applications, it demonstrates significant alternatives to the isolated individualism of Western philosophy and
psychology. This interdisciplinary volume is essential reading for clinicians and anyone looking to augment their
understanding of how human beings are shaped by the societies they inhabit.

In the Wake-Christina Sharpe 2016-10-21 In this original and trenchant work, Christina Sharpe interrogates
literary, visual, cinematic, and quotidian representations of Black life that comprise what she calls the
"orthography of the wake." Activating multiple registers of "wake"—the path behind a ship, keeping watch with
the dead, coming to consciousness—Sharpe illustrates how Black lives are swept up and animated by the
afterlives of slavery, and she delineates what survives despite such insistent violence and negation. Initiating and
describing a theory and method of reading the metaphors and materiality of "the wake," "the ship," "the hold,"
and "the weather," Sharpe shows how the sign of the slave ship marks and haunts contemporary Black life in the
diaspora and how the specter of the hold produces conditions of containment, regulation, and punishment, but
also something in excess of them. In the weather, Sharpe situates anti-Blackness and white supremacy as the total
climate that produces premature Black death as normative. Formulating the wake and "wake work" as sites of
artistic production, resistance, consciousness, and possibility for living in diaspora, In the Wake offers a way
forward.

Whispers of Cruel Wrongs-Mary Maillard 2017-05-09 These letters, written in part by the daughter of Harriet
Jacobs, offer profound insight into a hidden world--the private lives of genteel African American women in the late
nineteenth century.

Black Movements-Soyica Diggs Colbert 2017-04-28 Black Movements analyzes how artists and activists of
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